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We study the statistics of record-breaking events in daily stock prices of 366 stocks from the Stan-
dard and Poors 500 stock index. Both the record events in the daily stock prices themselves and
the records in the daily returns are discussed. In both cases we try to describe the record statistics
of the stock data with simple theoretical models. The daily returns are compared to i.i.d. RV’s
and the stock prices are modeled using a biased random walk, for which the record statistics are
known. These models agree partly with the behavior of the stock data, but we also identify sev-
eral interesting deviations. Most importantly, the number of records in the stocks appears to be
systematically decreased in comparison with the random walk model. Considering the autoregres-
sive AR(1) process, we can predict the record statistics of the daily stock prices more accurately.
We also compare the stock data with simulations of the record statistics of the more complicated
GARCH(1,1) model, which, in combination with the AR(1) model, gives the best agreement with
the observational data. To better understand our findings, we discuss the survival and first-passage
times of stock prices on certain intervals and analyze the correlations between the individual record
events. After recapitulating some recent results for the record statistics of ensembles of N stocks,
we also present some new observations for the weekly distributions of record events.
PACS numbers: 05.40.-a,02.50.Ey
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I. INTRODUCTION
Not only because of the recent financial crises, the
study of extremes in stock markets is of great impor-
tance for scientists and economists [1–4]. Traders are
eagerly interested in the statistics of extreme events in
stock prices at the worlds stock exchanges. In the context
of extreme and dramatic developments in finance, people
also talk a lot about record-breaking events. A record
is an entry in a series of events that exceeds all previous
values. At the stock markets, a record stock price is often
considered to be an important and remarkable event that
attracts more attention and media coverage than others.
In recent years, the theory of records has found many
applications in various areas of science. Most extensively
studied was the statistics of record temperatures and
their connection with global warming [5–10]. In 2010,
Wergen and Krug [7] presented a simple analytical model
that predicts the effect of climatic change on the oc-
currence of daily and monthly temperature records to a
good accuracy (see also [9, 10]). Furthermore, the statis-
tics of records found applications in evolutionary biology
[11], physics [12–14], hydrology [15] and of course also in
sports [16, 17]. Additionally, a lot of progress was made
from the mathematical point of view. Often motivated
by the multitude of applications, the theory of records
from time-dependent and correlated random variables
was developed further (see for instance [18]). The in-
teresting problem of the record statistics of independent
random variables with a linear drift is well understood
by now [18–20]. Also the ramifications involved with dis-
crete distributions and ties due to rounding were studied
[18, 21, 22]. But most important for this work was the
full characterization of the universal record statistics of
symmetric random walks by Majumdar and Ziff [23] in
2008.
Recently, we started analyzing the statistics of record-
breaking stock prices. Preliminary results were already
published in 2011 in the context of a study of the record
statistics of biased random walks [24] (see also [25]) and,
in 2012, in an analysis of ensembles of independent ran-
2dom walkers [26]. The purpose of this article is to present
a more thorough and comprehensive discussion of record-
breaking events in stock prices and returns. In particular,
we will discuss and explain the occurrence of new upper
and lower records in stock data by comparing them to
various stochastic models.
As in [24], we study record events in daily stock data
from the Standard and Poors 500 (S&P 500) stock index
[27]. Our data set contains 5000 consecutive trading days
from 366 stocks that stayed in the S&P 500 for the entire
time-span from January 1, 1990 to March 31, 2009. We
are interested both in the record events in the time series
of the stocks themselves and in record-breaking daily re-
turns. In a series of stock prices S0, S1, ..., Sn, we have a
record at the nth day if
Sn > max{S0, S1, ..., Sn−1}. (1)
Analogously, we have a record breaking return ∆n :=
Sn − Sn−1, if
∆n > max{∆0,∆1...,∆n−1}, (2)
where we set ∆0 = 0. When we consider the time se-
ries of stock prices Si or returns ∆i, the most important
quantity for us is the probability that a certain entry in
such a series is a record. This probability Pn for a stock
price Sn is defined as
Pn := Prob [Sn > max{S0, S1..., Sn−1}] . (3)
For the returns ∆i we define the probability pn in the
same manner:
pn := Prob [∆n > max{∆0,∆1, ...,∆n−1}] . (4)
In the following, we will also refer to these quantities as
the record rates. Of similar importance are the closely
related record numbers of the stock prices Rn and the
returns rn, the numbers of records that occur in a time
series up to step n. One obtains the important mean
record numbers 〈Rn〉 and 〈rn〉 of the stocks and the re-
turns by summing over the respective record rates:
〈Rn〉 :=
n∑
k=0
Pk and 〈rn〉 :=
n∑
k=0
pk. (5)
This article discusses the record rates and record num-
bers of daily stock prices and returns in the S&P 500
and compares them with several simple stochastic mod-
els such as simple i.i.d. RV’s or biased random walks.
The aim of this work is to better understand the occur-
rence of record-breaking events in the stock markets and
to find useful and accurate models that reproduce and
predict them correctly.
Since this work summarizes multiple observations and
results, we will now give a short outline of the rest of
this article: We start by briefly recapitulating some im-
portant classical results from the theory of records in
time series of independent and identically distributed
(i.i.d.) random variables (RV’s) in section II. There, we
also present the findings for the symmetric random walk
derived by Majumdar and Ziff [23]. Thereafter we dis-
cuss the record statistics of biased random walks with
a Gaussian jump distribution following the results de-
rived in Wergen et al. [24] and Majumdar et al. [28].
Subsequently, in section III, we introduce the more com-
plicated, so-called autoregressive AR(1) process, which
might be able to describe the statistics of record-breaking
stock prices more accurately. In recent years, this model
and its continuous analog, the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck pro-
cess, was used to model stock data by several research
groups [29, 30]. We analyze and discuss its record statis-
tics numerically.
As a second alternative to the simple random walk
model we will also introduce the generalized autoregres-
sive conditional heteroscedasticity (GARCH) model [31],
which is particularly often used to model financial time
series [32, 33]. In this more complicated model a second
stochastic process is employed that describes the time
dependence of the variance of the increments. We will
discuss the record statistics of a specific GARCH process
employing numerical simulations.
Section IV is about the record statistics of individual
stocks from the S&P 500 index. After introducing the
data and analyzing some of the basic statistical proper-
ties of the time series of stock prices, we first have a look
at the record statistics of the daily returns. We compute
the record rate and the mean record number of the daily
returns and discuss the correlations between individual
return records. Then the record statistics of the stock
prices themselves are analyzed. Here, we first compare
the stocks to the simple Geometric Random Walk model
of stock prices, before we discuss the stock records in
the context of the more complicated AR(1) model and
the GARCH model. Following this, we also consider the
full distribution of the record number of stock prices and
compare this distribution with theoretical predictions.
We will briefly discuss the first-passage statistics and sur-
vival probabilities of the stocks, since they are closely
related to the statistics of records in random walks.
In section V, we consider ensembles of stocks and com-
pare their record statistics to the one of multiple indepen-
dent random walks. The results in this section are mostly
already published in [26], here, we present them also to
make this work more comprehensive and self-contained.
Some new findings for the weekly distribution of the
record rate of the daily stock prices and the daily returns
are presented in section VI. These observations are partly
in contradiction with the assumptions and findings dis-
cussed before and show that simple, random walk type
models can only predict certain features of the stocks
behavior, while others are not captured.
Finally, in section VII, we will briefly summarize and
evaluate our findings and discuss open question, which
present possibilities for future research.
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Figure 1: (Color online) (a) 1000 numerically generated random numbers from a Gaussian standard normal distribution (with
standard deviation σ = 1). The thick red line gives the progression of the upper record, the dashed blue line the progression
of the lower record. (b) A numerical realization of a random walk with 1000 steps. The jump distribution is again a Gaussian
standard normal distribution with mean value zero and standard deviation unity. Again, the thick red and dashed blue lines
give the progressions of the upper and lower record values respectively.
II. RECORDS IN I.I.D. RV’S &
DISCRETE-TIME RANDOM WALKS
The classical theory of records from i.i.d. RV’s has
been developed several decades ago. A detailed intro-
duction can for instance be found in the books of Arnold
et al. [34] or Nevzorov [35] (see also [18]). For a series
of i.i.d. RV’s ξ0, ξ1...ξn sampled from a single probabil-
ity density f (ξ), we can easily give the probability for
a certain entry in this series to be a record. Using the
so-called stick-shuffling argument one finds that, on av-
erage, the (n+ 1)th entry ξn is a new record in 1/ (n+ 1)
cases. Therefore, the record rate of i.i.d. RV’s is given by
p(iid)n =
1
n+ 1
. (6)
With this, it is also straightforward to compute the mean
record number 〈rn〉. By summing over the record rate we
find that, for n≫ 1, 〈rn〉 grows logarithmically in n:
〈rn〉 =
n∑
k=1
pk =
n∑
k=1
1
k + 1
≈ ln (n) + γ. (7)
Here, γ ≈ 0.577215... is the Euler-Mascheroni constant
[34]. Interestingly, these results are completely indepen-
dent from the choice of the underlying distribution f (ξ).
In 2008, Majumdar and Ziff [23] found that the record
statistics of a discrete-time random walk with a sym-
metric jump distribution has similar universal prop-
erties. They considered random walks with entries
X0, X1, ..., Xn given by
Xi = Xi−1 + ξi, (8)
for i ≥ 1 with i.i.d. RV’s ξi sampled from a symmetric
and continuous jump distribution f (ξ). As an initial
value they set X0 = 0. The different characteristics of
the record processes of i.i.d. RV’s and random walks are
illustrated in Fig. 1.
Majumdar and Ziff computed the full distribution of
the record number Rn of such a process. They obtained
the probability of having Rn records in a random walk
of n steps by subdividing the process into a series of Rn
first-passage and survival problems (cf. [36]). Those were
then solved using a celebrated theorem by Sparre Ander-
sen [37, 38]. Majumdar and Ziff showed that the prob-
ability Pn for a record in the nth event of a symmet-
ric random walk is the same as the survival probability
Qn := Prob [X1, X2, ..., Xn > 0], i.e. the probability that
a random walk starting from the origin stays above the
origin without crossing it for the next n steps. Accord-
ing to Sparre Andersen [23, 37, 38], this probability and
therefore also the record rate of the symmetric random
walk is universal for symmetric random walks with a con-
tinuous jump distribution. They found that, for n ≫ 1,
the record rate Pn decays as
Pn ≈ 1√
pin
. (9)
This allows to compute the mean record number of the
symmetric random walk:
〈Rn〉 = n
(
2n
n
)
2−2n+1 ≈
√
4n
pi
. (10)
Here, the mean record number grows with
√
n, much
faster than in the case of i.i.d. RV’s. The most important
and surprising feature of these results is that, for arbi-
trary n, they are again completely independent from the
choice of the symmetric and continuous jump distribu-
tion f (ξ). They also hold for the so-called Le´vy flights,
4i.e. random walks with a jump distributions lacking a
finite second moment.
More important for an application to financial data, as
we will see in the following sections, are random walks
with a bias. In the contexts of the evolution of stock
prices, such a bias represents an inherent growth in the
system, a long term interest-rate or economic growth.
The entriesX0, X1, ..., Xn of a discrete-time random walk
with bias c can be described with X0 = 0 and
Xi = Xi−1 + ξi + c, (11)
where the ξi’s are again sampled from a symmetric and
continuous distribution f (ξ). Unfortunately, the full uni-
versality, which was found for the symmetric random
walk is not conserved here. In the biased case, the record
statistics generally depends on the shape of the jump dis-
tribution f (ξ).
In a recent publication of Majumdar et al. [28], the
asymptotic record statistics of such biased random walks
were studied thoroughly. The authors used a generalized
version of Sparre Andersen’s theorem to compute the sur-
vival probabilities of biased random walks for different
classes of jump distributions. With their findings, they
could derive asymptotically exact results for the distri-
bution of the record number, as well as the extreme value
statistics of the ages of the shortest and longest lasting
records.
The most relevant parameter for the asymptotic sur-
vival and record statistics of a biased random walk is
the so-called Le´vy-index of the jump distribution f (ξ).
Majumdar et al. considered jump distributions, whose
Fourier transforms f˜ (k) :=
∫∞
−∞ f (ξ) e
−ikξdξ have the
following small k behavior:
f˜ (k) ≈ 1− (αµ|k|)µ . (12)
Here, µ is called the Le´vy-index and αµ is a parameter
that represents a characteristic length scale of the jump
distribution. The Le´vy index describes the tail-behavior
of the jump distribution (for |ξ| ≫ 1). For distribu-
tions with a finite second moment, like a Gaussian, an
exponential or a uniform distribution, one always finds
a Le´vy-index of µ = 2. For n → ∞, these jump distri-
butions lead to a random walk that behaves like classi-
cal Brownian motion with a mean square displacement
〈∑nk=1X2k〉 ∝ n (cf. [39]).
More complicated is the regime of 0 < µ < 2, where the
jump density has no finite variance. In this case, one finds
that, for large |ξ| → ∞, the real-space representation of
the jump distribution is of the form f (ξ) ∝ |ξ|−1−µ and
decays with a power law broader than 1/|ξ|3. These jump
distributions are called heavy-tailed, random walks with
heavy-tailed jumps are called Le´vy flights.
Majumdar et al. found that, for strongly heavy-tailed
distributions with µ < 1, the drift does not change the
asymptotic behavior of the mean record number 〈Rn〉.
Here, we have 〈Rn〉 ∝
√
n independent of c. For the
marginal case of µ = 1, which includes the well known
Cauchy distribution (c.f. [40]), they found that the mean
record number depends non-trivially on c. In this regime,
for n→∞, one can show that 〈Rn〉 ∝ nΘ(c) with Θ (c) =
1/2 + 1/pi arctan (c).
More interesting for us are the distributions, which
are less heavy-tailed than the Cauchy distribution, with
µ > 1. In this regime, for c > 0, the mean record num-
ber grows linearly in n and one finds 〈Rn〉 ≈ αµ (c)n
with αµ (c) depending on the exact shape of f (ξ). This
asymptotic behavior of the mean record number was also
found for the Brownian case with µ = 2 and c > 0. How-
ever, the asymptotic distributions of the record number
and the statistics of the extremal ages of the longest
and shortest lasting record are systematically different
between the 1 < µ < 2-regime and the the case of µ = 2
with a positive c.
In the context of our interest in stock prices, the Brow-
nian regime with µ = 2 will prove to be of particular
importance. For the special case of a Gaussian jump dis-
tribution with probability density
f (ξ) =
1√
2piσ2
e−
ξ2
2σ2 , (13)
Majumdar et al. [28] derived an explicit expression for
the prefactor α2 (c). Here, for n→∞, they found that
〈Rn〉 ≈ n exp
[
−
∞∑
k=1
1
2k
erfc
(
c
√
k
σ
√
2
)]
. (14)
Another regime, which has proven to be useful for the
analysis of stock prices, was studied by Wergen et al. [24]
in 2011. They considered the case of a small drift c and a
finite n with c
√
n≪ σ for random walks with a Gaussian
jump distribution. Here, the generalized Sparre Ander-
sen theorem for the survival probability is helpful too and
one finds that, for c≪ σ/√n:
Pn ≈ 1√
pin
+
c
σ
√
2
pi
arctan
(√
n
)
. (15)
For n≫ 1 (but still c√n≪ σ) this leads to
〈Rn〉 ≈ 2
√
n√
pi
+
cn√
2σ
and Pn ≈ 1√
pin
+
c√
2σ
. (16)
It is important to notice that these expressions are en-
tirely linear in c. Because of this, the effect of the drift
on the record rate and the mean record number of lower
records can be obtained by simply replacing the ’+’-signs
in Eq. 16 by ’−’-signs.
In [24], these results (Eq. 16) were compared to nu-
merical simulations of a biased Gaussian random walk
and it was shown that they also apply for other jump
distributions with an existing second moment.
In section IV we will discuss these findings for biased
random walks, especially the ones for the Gaussian pro-
cess given in Eqs. 14 and 16, in the context of records in
the evolution of stock prices. Prior to this, we will now
introduce two more complicated processes, which might
be even more accurate in the modeling of stock records,
and analyze their record statistics numerically.
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Figure 2: (Color online) (a) Numerical simulations of the record rate Pn for the AR(1) process with different values of α and
n = 104 steps. The increments ξi were sampled from a Gaussian jump distribution with f (ξ) =
1√
2pi
e−ξ
2/2. We averaged over
106 realizations for each value of α and simulated α = 1 (the random walk case), α = 0.999, α = 0.99, α = 0.9, α = 0.5 and
α = 0.1. We also plotted our analytical results for the random walk and i.i.d. RV’s (black dotted lines). For large values of
α close to one the process behaves like a random walk for a long time. For smaller α he converges to the i.i.d. behavior quite
quickly. Eventually we expect Pn ∝ 1/n for all α < 1 in the n → ∞ limit. (b) Numerical simulations of the record rate P (α)n
of the AR(1) process for different values of n = 102, 103, 104 and 105. We plotted the effect of α on 1 −
(
P
(α)
n /P
(1)
n
)
against
small values of 1− α between 10−6 and 10−1. We simulated 106 time series for each value of α and n. For very small values
of 1− α (α very close to one), 1−
(
P
(α)
n /P
(1)
n
)
is well described by n
pi
(α− 1). This indicates that here the record rate of the
AR(1) process is well described by P
(α)
n ≈ P (1)n
(
1− n
pi
(1− α)).
III. RECORDS IN AUTOREGRESSIVE
PROCESSES
A. Records in the AR(1) process
The fact that the record statistics of i.i.d. RV’s as well
as of symmetric random walks is well understood by now,
and also our previous work on financial data has moti-
vated us to consider another stochastic process, which, in
some sense, intermediates between uncorrelated RV’s and
random walks. The natural way to interpolate between
these two processes is a process of entries X0, X1, ..., Xn
with X0 = 0 and
Xi = αXi−1 + ξi, (17)
and α being a parameter between zero and one. The ξi’s
are again i.i.d. RV’s sampled from a continuous and fully
symmetric jump distribution f (ξ). In the special case
of α = 0, this process is just a series of i.i.d. RV’s with
X1 = ξ1, X2 = ξ2, ... . For α = 1 we recover the sym-
metric random walk (cf. Eq. 8). An important feature
of such a process is that he is generally not invariant un-
der translations and the increments Xi − Xi−1 depend
crucially on the value of Xi−1. Therefore the distance of
the walker from the origin is relevant. Such a model is
also known as an AR(1) process (a series, where Xi de-
pends in a autoregressive manner on the previous k values
Xi−1, ..., Xi−k is generally called an AR(k) process).
Unfortunately, the methods introduced in the previous
publications concerning the record statistics of random
walks do not allow to compute the record statistics of the
AR(1) process. Here, Sparre Andersen’s theorem loses
its validity and, by now, it was not possible to derive
the record rate and the mean record number using an
alternative analytical approach.
In the left panel of Fig. 2 we show numerical results for
the record rate of the AR(1) process for different values of
α with a Gaussian jump distribution f (ξ) = 1√
2pi
e−ξ
2/2.
Apparently, for small values of α, this process behaves
almost like a series of i.i.d. RV’s. If α is close to one
the record statistics resembles the one of a symmetric
random walk for a long time, but eventually the record
rate decreases and approaches the 1/n behavior as well.
These simulations allow us to conjecture the asymptotic
behavior of the record rate of the AR(1) process. For
n→∞, we assume that
P (α)n
n→∞−−−−→ P (iid)n =
1
n
(18)
In the opposite regime of finite n and α ≈ 1, we ex-
pect that the record statistics of the process differs only
slightly from the random walk. The mean record number
will grow roughly proportional to
√
n as in the case of the
symmetric random walk. As indicated by several studies
of the AR(1) process [41–44] and our own numerical sim-
ulations, the survival probability of this process decays
exponentially with n (and not with 1/
√
n as in the case
6of the symmetric random walk). Building upon the work
of Novikov [44], we can make an educated guess for the
record rate P
(α)
n for (1− α)≪ 1:
P (α)n ≈ P (1)n e−(1−α)Bn ≈ P (1)n (1− (1− α))Bn) (19)
with a positive parameter Bn depending only n and f (ξ),
but not on α. Interestingly, for the Gaussian AR(1), very
good agreements with numerical results were found for a
Bn =
n
pi linear in n. For (α− 1)→ 0 this would lead to
P (α)n ≈
e−
n
pi
(1−α)
√
pin
and 〈R(α)n 〉 ≈
2
√
n
pi
e−
n
pi
(1−α). (20)
This conjecture is compared with numerical simulations
of the record rate of the AR(1) process in the right panel
of Fig. 2. Apparently, for very small values of (1− α),
Eq. 20 gives a very good approximation for P
(α)
n .
Despite these observations, we will use numerical re-
sults for our analysis of the stock data. It would be an
interesting and challenging goal for future research to
compute the record statistics of the AR(1) process ana-
lytically. We also simulated the record rate of the AR(1)
process for other jump distributions, but found only a
very weak dependence of P
(α)
n on the shape and tail-
behavior of f (ξ). However, it seems as if the Gaussian
AR(1) gives an upper limit for Pαn and 〈Rαn〉. Alterna-
tive jump distributions (for instance heavy-tailed ones)
can only decrease these quantities slightly.
In our analysis of stock data, it will be interesting to see
if a possible autoregressive component with a parameter
α < 1 leads to a reduced record rate and a reduced record
number. We will try to estimate whether such an α 6= 1
can be detected in the data and analyze if the record
statistics show signs of the AR(1) model as well.
B. Records in the GARCH-model
Another generalization of the simple biased random
walk described above is the GARCH process. An impor-
tant feature of the random walk is that its increments,
the jumps ξi, are sampled from a distribution f (ξ) with
a fixed shape and a constant standard deviation. How-
ever, in actual stock data the standard deviation of these
jumps, for instance of daily returns, can fluctuate ran-
domly over time (see Fig. 5).
In 1986, Bollerslev [31] proposed a so called generalized
autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity (GARCH)
model to describe and analyze these fluctuations in the
time-dependent standard deviation (often called volatil-
ity) of stock returns. The entries X0, X1, ..., Xn of an
(unbiased) GARCH(p,q) process are given by X0 = 0
and
Xi = Xi−1 + σiξi, (21)
where σi is the standard deviation of the increment at
time i. This standard deviation is obtained via a second,
recursive equation:
σ2i = α0 +
p∑
j=1
αj (ξi−jσi−j)
2
+
q∑
k=1
βkσ
2
i−k (22)
with a set of parameters (α0, α1, ..., αp, β1, ..., βq). This
more comprehensive model was specifically designed to
model financial data and has become a very popular tool
in financial modeling [33, 45–47].
For the sake of simplicity, we consider only the simple
case of a GARCH(1,1) process with
σ2i = α0 + α1ξ
2
i−1σ
2
i−1 + β1σ
2
i−1. (23)
Unfortunately, in comparison to the random walk, al-
ready this simple case has three additional parameters
α0, α1 and β1. However, it is known that in this case,
the process only has a stationary solution if α1 + β1 < 1
[31, 45]. For α1 + β1 < 1 and i→∞, the asymptotically
stationary variance of the entries Xi is given by [31, 45]:
Var (Xi) =
α0
1− α1 − β1 . (24)
Since an analytical computation of the record statistics
of the GARCH(1,1) process is (at least to our knowl-
edge) not possible, we performed numerous numerical
simulations with various sets of parameters α0, α1 and
β1. Interestingly, for all considered models with a Gaus-
sian jump distribution f (ξ) the record statistics of the
GARCH(1,1) seems to be identical to the record statis-
tics of the random walk discussed above. Even though
we are not able to give a proof, we believe that, at least
for the unbiased case, the record statistics of the Gaus-
sian GARCH(1,1) equals the one of the random walk. It
seems that, for n≫ 1 and independent of α0, α1 and β1
with α1+β1 < 1, the mean record number and the record
rate of the Gaussian GARCH(1,1) process are given by
〈R(α0,α1,β1)n 〉 ≈
2
√
n
pi
and P (α0,α1,β1)n ≈
1√
pin
. (25)
In the left panel of Fig. 3, we show the behavior of the
mean record number of a Gaussian GARCH(1,1) for sev-
eral arbitrary choices of the three parameters α0, α1 and
β1. In all considered cases, the curves are indistinguish-
able from the random walk result.
Beyond this interesting observation, we found that the
record statistics of the GARCH(1,1) depends crucially
on the shape, and in particular the tail-behavior of the
underlying distribution. With an application to stock
data in mind, we decided to analyze the record statistics
of the GARCH(1,1) process for the popular Students-T
distribution [48, 49], which is a well known distribution
in financial modeling [45, 50, 51]. This distribution is of
the form
fν (ξ) =
Γ [(ν + 1) /2]√
νpiΓ [ν/2]
(
1 +
ξ2
ν
)−(ν+1)/2
. (26)
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Figure 3: (Color online) (a) Numerical simulations the mean record number 〈Rn〉 of a Gaussian GARCH(1,1) process as
described in the text (see Eqs. 21,22,23). For each set of parameters we performed 105 simulations of a GARCH process with
n = 103 steps. The curves in the main plot show the upper mean record number 〈Rn〉 for various choices of the two parameters
α1 and β1 with α1 + β1 < 1. The black dashed line give the random walk result (α1 = β1 = 0). In the inset the parameter α0
is varied. In all considered cases the behavior of the mean record number does not differ significantly from the random walk
case. (b) Numerical simulations of the mean record number 〈Rn〉 of a GARCH(1,1) process as described in the text (see Eqs.
21, 22, 23) with a Students-T jump distribution (see Eq. 26). For each set of parameters we performed 105 simulations of a
GARCH(1,1) process with n = 103 steps. We computed the mean record number 〈Rn〉 for different values of the parameter
ν = 1, 1.5, 2, 3 and 4 of the Students-T distribution for a fixed set of parameters α0 = 0.000001, α1 = 0.05 and β1 = 0.9. We
also gave the results for the Gaussian GARCH(1,1) (dashed line) with the same parameters α0, α1 and β1 as well as the random
walk result with α1 = β1 = 0 (thick black line). The numerical results do not depend strongly on the choice of the three
parameters α0, α1 and β1 as long as α1 + β1 < 1.
with a parameter ν > 0. For a finite ν the tails of this
symmetric, bell-shaped distribution decay proportional
to |ξ|−ν−1. Its Fourier transform is of the form f˜ (k) ≈
1 − (αν |k|)−ν , which, if ν is smaller than 2, equals the
f˜ (k) of the Le´vy flights discussed above. In this case ν
equals the Le´vy index µ. For ν →∞ on the other hand,
fν (ξ) approaches the standard normal distribution.
Using the Students-T distribution, we analyzed the de-
pendence of the mean record number of the GARCH(1,1)
on the tail-behavior of the jump distribution. In the right
panel of Fig. 3 we computed the (upper) mean record
number 〈Rn〉 of a GARCH(1,1) process for a fixed set of
parameters α0, α1 and β1 with α1 + β1 < 1. Apparently,
the mean record number of the process decreases when
the tails of the jump distribution become heavier. For the
very heavy-tailed Cauchy distribution (which is obtained
for ν = 1), the mean record number after n = 1000
time steps is only half as large as in the random walk
case. Further numerical simulations showed that the de-
pendence of the mean record number on the parameters
α0, α1 and β1 (with α1+β1 < 1) is much less significant.
The record statistics of the GARCH(1,1) process seems
to be dominated by the tail-behavior of the jump distri-
bution f (ξ). Having the results of the previous section
about the AR(1) process in mind, the heavy-tailedness of
the jump distribution in the GARCH(1,1) models plays a
similar role as the autoregressive component in the AR(1)
model that was introduced with the parameter α < 1.
Both generalizations of the simple random walk model
decrease the mean record number 〈Rn〉.
In our discussion of stock data, we will determine
the tail-behavior of the jump distribution as well as a
set of parameters α0, α1 and β1 from the stock data
via maximum-likelihood methods and discuss the record
statistics of the GARCH(1,1) model with these particular
properties in more detail.
IV. ANALYSIS OF SINGLE STOCKS
A. Data introduction
As in [24], we consider a data set of daily prices of
stocks contained in the Standard and Poors 500 (S&P
500) index [27]. The S&P 500 is an important stock
market index and includes mostly U.S. companies, which
are selected by a committee. With a market capitaliza-
tion of more than 104 billion USD, the index is supposed
to represent all relevant branches of the U.S. industry.
While the index is computed as a weighted average of
the stock prices depending on how many shares of the
stocks are publicly tradable, we will consider only the
prices of the contained stocks themselves and not the
score of the index. To further simplify our studies, we
examine a set of daily closing prizes of 366 stocks that
remained within the S&P 500 index for the entire time
span from January 1990 to March 2009. This allows us
to analyze 366 time series with an identical length of
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Figure 4: (Color online) (a) The daily stock prices Sn (in Dollar) of three stocks (Chevron, Wal Mart and Disney) from the
S&P 500 index. (b) The logarithms sn = ln (Sn/S0) for the same three stocks along with linear regressions for these logarithmic
stock prices.
n = 5000 trading days.
Probably the oldest model of stock prices is the so-
called Geometric Random Walk Model (GRM) [52, 53],
which was introduced already more than 100 years ago
by Le Bachelier [54]. In this model the logarithms sn :=
ln (Sn/S0) of the stock prices perform a random walk
with a constant bias:
sn = sn−1 + ξn + c. (27)
This bias c is supposed to represent some kind of inherent
growth like a long-term interest rate or an exponentially
growing amount of money in the market. Fig. 4 illus-
trates this model with three randomly selected stocks
from the S&P 500 index. It is important to notice that
the occurrence of records in the stocks is not affected by
the logarithm. Due to the monotony of the logarithm,
we have
Sn > max{S0, S1, ..., Sn−1}
⇔ sn > max{0, s1, ..., sn−1} (28)
and therefore a record breaking stock prices Sn is also
a record in the series of the logarithms sn = ln (Sn/S0).
On the other hand, a record of the daily returns ∆n =
Sn − Sn−1 is not necessarily a record of the logarithmic
returns δn := sn−sn−1. However, it is easy to show that
if a logarithmic return δn is a record, this return is also
a new record in the series of relative daily changes of the
stock price Sn/Sn−1:
Sn
Sn−1
> max{0, S1
S0
, ...,
Sn−1
Sn−2
}
⇔ δn > max{0, δ1, ..., δn−1}. (29)
Since these relative return records are usually more inter-
esting in a growing stock market, we will consider them
in the following. In the context of the GRM, the log-
arithmic daily returns δn should be i.i.d. RV’s sampled
from a symmetric distribution plus a constant linear drift
c (δn ≡ ξn + c).
For some applications, we will also detrend the loga-
rithmic stocks, i.e. a linear trend is subtracted from the
logarithms sn = lnSn/S0 to obtain stock prices more
comparable to symmetric random walks. Of course, in
this case, the record statistics of the stocks are altered
by removing the trend. A linear regression analysis of the
individual stocks for the entire time-span of 5000 trading
days gives an average normalized drift of c/σ ≈ 0.025,
where σ is the standard deviation of the distribution of
the returns δn.
B. Jump distribution of the S&P 500
Today, it is well known that this simple geometric ran-
dom walk model does not represent a complete and ac-
curate model of the stock markets. In fact, it is particu-
larly useless in times of high market activity and during
crashes since it assumes that the daily changes in a stock
prize are random and uncorrelated. Actual stocks are
of course correlated with other stocks and, in addition,
usually non-Markovian [52, 53].
In Fig. 5, we compare the 5000 averaged and normal-
ized logarithmic daily returns δi/σ (where σ is the stan-
dard deviation of the return distribution) of the S&P 500
with 5000 computer-generated Gaussian random num-
bers with standard deviation unity. While the pattern
of the Gaussian RV’s is homogeneous, the amplitudes of
the stock returns fluctuate over time. Despite these find-
ings, many statistical properties of stock prices can be
modeled and understood using the GRM and, as it was
already shown in previous studies, it is also, to some de-
gree, useful to model the record statistics of stocks in the
S&P 500.
Since, in the context of the record statistics of biased
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Figure 5: (Color online) (a) The averaged and normalized daily returns δn = lnSn/Sn−1 of the stocks in the S&P 500 index.
(b) 5000 Gaussian random numbers with standard deviation unity.
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Figure 6: (Color online) The distribution of the normalized
and detrended logarithmic daily returns of the stocks in the
S&P 500. We considered the daily returns δ˜i = (δi − c) /σ
of the logarithmically detrended stocks, where the drift c and
the standard deviation σ were obtained from the stock data.
These normalized returns have standard deviation unity. The
plot was obtained by binning the values into bins of size 0.01.
For comparison, we also plotted a manually fitted Gaussian
(red dashed line) with standard deviation σ = 1 and a sym-
metric Pareto distribution with f (ξ) = 1/ξ4 (black line). Ap-
parently, the tails of the detrended data are not Gaussian
and instead well described by the 1/ξ4-power-law. Further-
more we plotted the normalized Students-T distribution (blue
dashed line) with ν = 3 (see Eq. 30), which closely resembles
the distribution of the stock returns.
random walks, the shape of the jump distribution is of
importance, we measured the probability density of the
logarithmic daily returns δn. In Fig. 6, the probability
density of the these returns, after linearly detrending the
logarithms of the stock prizes, is plotted. Apparently,
while the daily returns close to zero are approximately
normally distributed, their tails are highly non-Gaussian
and decay like a power-law with 1/ξ4. In spite of that,
this return distribution still has a finite second moment.
The corresponding Le´vy index to the discovered power-
law is µ = 3 and is much larger than the critical value of
µ = 2 (see section II). A random walk with such a jump
distribution is not a Le´vy flight.
In the context of our discussion of the GARCH(1,1)
model with a Students-T jump distribution, we can now
give the shape of the Students distribution suitable for
modeling the daily returns of our stock data. Because
of Fig. 6, the returns should be well described by a
Students-T distribution with parameter ν = 3, which
leads to f3 (ξ) = 6
√
3
(
pi
(
3 + ξ2
)2)
. Normalized to stan-
dard deviation unity this distribution assumes the follow-
ing form:
f (ξ) =
2
pi (1 + ξ2)
2 . (30)
This distribution is also compared to the normalized log-
arithmic returns of the stock data from the S&P 500 in
Fig. 6. While the simple power-law with f (ξ) = 1/ξ4 is
only accurate in the tails of the return distribution, the
distribution given in Eq. 30 seems to describe the entire
distribution to a good accuracy.
Knowing that the return distributions of stock prizes
on shorter time-scales, such as minutes or seconds, are
much broader than the distributions of daily returns
[52, 53], the results of Majumdar et al. [28] for Le´vy-
indices µ < 2 might still be useful in future studies of the
record statistics of stock prices with a higher temporal
resolution.
C. Record statistics of the increments
We begin our study of the record statistics of stocks
in the S&P 500 with an analysis of record-breaking daily
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Figure 7: (Color online) (a) Binned normalized record rate of the daily returns δn = lnSn/Sn−1 in the S&P 500. We computed
the normalized record rate npn in bins of 250 trading days length. For each bin, we counted the number of upper and lower
records of δn and multiplied it with the number of the bin. As discussed in the main text, the upper and lower record rates are
highly correlated. (b) The same analysis but for 250 bins of 20 trading days length. Note the extremely high number of new
upper and lower return records during the financial crisis in 2009. In both considered cases the return record rate fluctuates
strongly and deviates significantly from the i.i.d. results (npn = 1). The last peak in the lower figure exceeds npn = 95 for the
upper return records.
returns. On the basis of the simple Geometric Random
Walk Model (GRM), the returns δn = lnSn/Sn−1 should
have the same record statistics as i.i.d. RV’s. Therefore,
the record process of these increments gives an oppor-
tunity to check if the returns of the stock prices and
i.i.d. RV’s are comparable. If we find that the returns
have the same record statistics as i.i.d. RV’s this would
indicate that they are also more or less uncorrelated and
have no systematic time-dependence.
We analyzed the records in the logarithmic daily re-
turns δn and computed the mean record number 〈rn〉 in
these time series. At the end of the entire period of 5000
trading days, we found an average number of 11.09 upper
and 11.12 lower records. For i.i.d. RV’s we would have
expected only 〈r(iid)n 〉 ≈ 9.094±0.389 records, so, at least
on such a long time-scale, the record statistics seems to
differ from the one of i.i.d. RV’s. However, the actual er-
ror margins might be much larger since we assumed 366
independent stocks to compute them. It turns out that,
for this long time-span of 5000 trading days, the record
statistics of returns is dominated by fluctuations and a
significant amount of the records that contribute to the
mean record number are set on a very small number of
trading days.
In Fig. 7, we illustrate how the record rate of the re-
turns varies over time. The figure shows a normalized
version of the return record rate. We computed the rate
pn of new return records of δn for each trading day and
multiplied this rate with the number of the trading day
n. For i.i.d. RV’s one expects np
(iid)
n = 1 for an arbitrary
value of n and, therefore, we call npn the normalized
record rate. In Fig. 7, the distribution of npn for the
returns δn of the 366 stocks is binned in bins of 250 (left
panel) and 20 (right panel) trading days length. The left
panel of Fig. 7 shows roughly the annual distribution of
the normalized return record rate npn. Both the upper
and the lower record rate of δn were very high in the years
between 1998 and 2003, as well as in 2008 and 2009. In
some years the record rate was more than 5 times as high
as expected on the basis of i.i.d. returns. Interestingly,
the plot shows that the upper and lower record rates are
highly correlated. With one exception, these rates never
differ by more than 20%, a result that is not found for
i.i.d. RV’s, where upper and lower records are uncorre-
lated.
In the right panel of Fig. 7, we plotted npn for the
daily logarithmic returns δn with a smaller bin length of
20 trading days, which is roughly one calendar month.
This figure shows how extremely the record rate of δn
fluctuates over time. A significant amount of the return
records was set in only a few trading days.
In Tab. I, we list the 20 trading days with the high-
est normalized (positive or negative) record rate npn
along with the total number of (upper and lower) return
records of δn for these trading days. The table shows how
strongly the record statistics of the returns is affected by
a few periods of very high market activity. 9 of these 20
record -days fall into a short time-period of only 31 trad-
ing days in the fall of 2008, in which the recent financial
crisis had its climax.
The table also explains the high correlations between
upper and lower records, which was found for the binned
data of the normalized record rate npn. While there are
no trading days with both, a very high number of upper
and a very high number of lower records, days with many
lower records are often quickly succeeded by days with a
large number of upper records and vice versa. In fact, of
all upper return records in the entire data set, 9.77% are
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Figure 8: (Color online) (a) Averaged mean upper (red) and lower (blue) record number of the daily returns δn = lnSn/Sn−1
in the S&P 500. The data set was split up into 20 consecutive intervals of each 250 trading days. We computed the evolution
of the mean record number of the 366 stocks separately in each of the intervals before we averaged over all intervals. The
black dashed line gives the analytical result for the mean record number of i.i.d. RV’s with 〈rn〉 ≈ lnn+0.577.... (b) Averaged
upper (red) and lower (blue) record rate of the daily returns lnSn/Sn−1 in the S&P 500. Here, the data was split up into 50
consecutive intervals of each 100 trading days. Again, we first computed the record rates for all 366 stocks in the individual
intervals before we averaged over all intervals. The black dashed line gives the theoretical i.i.d. result with P
(iid)
n = 1/n. The
inset shows the same analysis for the averaged mean record number.
Up. Recs. Low. Recs. Up. Recs. Low. Recs
2040 0 156 4752 0 15
2041 54 4 4880 0 13
2260 0 85 4883 22 0
2266 37 0 4884 20 0
2293 28 0 4890 0 50
2663 49 0 4891 14 0
2684 0 27 4898 0 16
2873 0 25 4900 83 0
3055 25 0 4902 0 26
3277 0 15 4911 25 0
Table I: The 20 trading days with the highest normalized (up-
per or lower) return record rate npn of the daily returns δn
together with the corresponding number of upper and lower
records. The top 20 days are ordered chronologically. Days
with 40 upper or lower return records were additionally high-
lighted. Note that 9 of these 20 trading days with the highest
relative daily changes in the stock prices Sn occurred during
only 31 trading days (in the fall of 2008). Another 7 occurred
in only 3 years following trading day n = 2040 (1998-2000).
followed by a lower record in the next trading day. Simi-
larly 9.33% of the lower records are immediately followed
by an upper record. If one considers the five days follow-
ing a record, these values double. 18.00% (18.54%) of
all upper (lower) records entail a lower (an upper) record
within the next five trading days. For i.i.d. RV’s, it is
easy to compute that the corresponding rates should be
below 0.5% on the full interval of n = 5000 trading days.
Tab. I and Fig. 7 indicate that the record statistics of
the returns δn might differ between times of relatively
calm market activity and those of financial crisis. To re-
duce the effect of these events and to get more reliable
statistics, we also analyzed the data set in shorter inter-
vals.
Therefore, we subdivided the 5000 trading days into 20
consecutive intervals of each 250 trading days and com-
puted the mean record numbers of the δn’s separately in
each of these intervals before we averaged over the re-
sults. The left panel of Fig. 8 shows the progressions of
the averaged upper and lower mean record number for
these intervals and compares them with the i.i.d.-curve
given by 〈r(iid)n 〉 = lnn + γ. Apparently, the mean up-
per record number agrees quite well with the i.i.d. result.
The number of lower records is slightly increased.
We also subdivided the data in shorter intervals of each
100 trading days. For these intervals we have enough in-
dividual time series to plot the record rate pn of the daily
returns δn. The right panel of Fig. 8 compares the up-
per and lower record rates in these intervals with the
i.i.d. prediction of p
(iid)
n = 1/n. Here, the curves for the
stock returns are in good agreement with the i.i.d. behav-
ior. Furthermore, also the behavior of the mean record
number 〈rn〉 (inset in Fig. 8b) agrees almost perfectly
with the i.i.d. result.
In summary, over longer time-spans of several years
the record statistics of the logarithmic daily returns δn =
lnSn/Sn−1 of the stocks in the S&P 500 differs signifi-
cantly from the behavior of i.i.d. RV’s. Nevertheless, this
effect seems to be caused by a few short periods of high
market activity, in which large numbers of stocks collec-
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Figure 9: (Color online) Averaged upper (red) and lower
(blue) mean record number of the daily stock prices Sn in
the S&P 500. The data set was split up into 100 consecutive
intervals of each 50 trading days. The records in the stock
prices are compared to our analytical result for the biased
random walk with a Gaussian jump distribution with stan-
dard deviation σ = 1 and a drift c = 0.018 (see Eq. 16). The
drift was obtained by a linear regression analysis of the loga-
rithmic stock prices sn = lnSn/Sn−1. Both the mean record
numbers and the values for the drift were first computed sep-
arately for each interval and then averaged over all intervals.
tively set new return records. On shorter time frames the
daily returns are more similar to i.i.d. RV’s, here both the
record rate pn and the mean record number 〈rn〉 of the
δn’s are modeled accurately by the i.i.d. results. In the
context of the GRM, we have therefore reason to believe
that, on these shorter intervals, the record statistics of
the logarithmic stock prices sn = lnSn/S0 is accurately
modeled by a biased random walk.
D. Record statistics of the stocks
1. Occurrence of records
With these findings for the daily returns, we can now
discuss the record statistics of the stock prices Sn them-
selves. In [24], we already presented an analysis of the
mean record number of the undetrended stock prices in
the S&P 500 for the full time-span of n = 5000 trading
days and also an analysis of shorter intervals of length
n = 100. While the Geometric Random Walk Model
(GRM) yielded an accurate description for the long in-
terval, we found a significant reduction of the number of
lower records in the detrended data for shorter intervals.
In the context of the findings for the returns discussed
above, the good agreement for the full time-span could
be a coincidence. However, especially because of Fig. 8,
the record statistics of the stocks on the shorter intervals
should resemble the GRM. The asymmetry between up-
per and lower records on the interval of 100 trading days
that was discovered by Wergen et al. [24] is not explained
by this model.
A similar asymmetry is also found if we subdivide the
data into intervals of different lengths between 20 and
1000 trading days. In Fig. 9 we splitted the series of
stock prices into 100 consecutive intervals of each 50 trad-
ing days. The figure shows the averaged mean record
number of the stock prices. Similarly, in Fig. 10 (left
panel), we consider the data set subdivided into intervals
of each 250 trading days, which we also considered for
the daily returns. In both figures (Fig. 9 and Fig. 10a),
we compare the mean record number of the undetrended
data with the analytical predictions from the GRM of a
biased random walk. The analytical results were com-
puted for a Gaussian jump distribution with standard
deviation unity and drift rates of c = 0.018 (Fig. 9) or
c = 0.019 (Fig. 10a) respectively. We computed the aver-
age drift c from the data and plotted the curve described
by Eq. 16. The GRM results predict the difference be-
tween the number of upper and lower records correctly,
but the observational curves lie distinctly below the the-
oretical ones. Apparently, both the upper and the lower
record numbers in the stocks are systematically decreased
in comparison to the GRM.
The right panel in Fig. 10 shows the averaged upper
and lower mean record number in the detrended data.
The stocks were detrended separately in each interval be-
fore we analyzed and averaged the records. The records
in the stocks are compared to the analytical result for
the symmetric random walk with 〈Rn〉 ≈
√
4n/pi. The
upper record numbers are in good agreement with the
(unbiased) random walk result, but, here, in contrast to
our analysis of the daily returns (see Fig. 8), the lower
record number is decreased.
Since, as demonstrated in the left panel of Fig. 10,
the GRM of biased random walks fails partly in mod-
eling the mean record number of daily stocks, we com-
pared the data for the intervals of 250 trading days to
the more sophisticated AR(1) process introduced in sec-
tion III. When the parameter α of the AR(1) process
is manually set to α = 0.99, this process seems to de-
scribe the mean record numbers of the stocks more ac-
curately. As illustrated in the left panel of Fig. 11, both
the total upper and lower record numbers and the differ-
ences between the two are modeled correctly. However,
manual fitting of the parameter α is not entirely satis-
fying. A maximum-likelihood estimation, which can be
performed with common data analysis software such as
Matlab, yields a value of α ≈ 0.9993 much closer to one.
With this value of α, the AR(1) model would not describe
the record statistics of the stocks accurately.
In a second step, we compared the mean record num-
ber of the stocks with the more complicated GARCH(1,1)
model discussed in section III B. We simulated sev-
eral different GARCH(1,1) models including a Gaussian
GARCH(1,1) and one with a Students-T return distri-
bution. The parameters α0, α1 and β1 were obtain by
a maximum-likelihood estimation. Interestingly, neither
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Figure 10: (Color online) (a) Averaged upper (red) and lower (blue) mean record number of the daily stock prices Sn in the
S&P 500. The data set was split up into 20 consecutive intervals of each 250 trading days. The records in the stock prices
are compared to our analytical result for the biased random walk with a Gaussian jump distribution with standard deviation
σ = 1 and a drift c = 0.019 (see Eq. 16). The drift was obtained by a linear regression analysis of the logarithmic stock prices
sn = lnSn/Sn−1. Both the mean record numbers and the values for the drift were first computed separately for each interval
and then averaged over all intervals. (b) The same analysis but for detrended daily stock prices. We subtracted a linear trend
from all individual stocks in the individual intervals before we computed and averaged the record numbers. The detrended
data is compared to the analytical prediction for the unbiased random walk (black dashed line).
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Figure 11: (Color online) (a) Averaged upper (red) and lower (blue) mean record number of the daily stock prices in the S&P
500. The data set was split up into 20 consecutive intervals of each 250 trading days. We compare the observational data with
numerical simulations for the AR(1) process with a manually fitted value for α = 0.99 and a bias of c = 0.019 (dotted lines).
(b) Here, we compare the same observational data with numerical simulations for an autoregressive model with GARCH(1,1)
returns (thin red and blue dotted lines). The parameters of the model were estimated by a maximum-likelihood method, there
was no manual fitting involved. The model predictions agree relatively well with the observational data.
the simple Gaussian GARCH-model nor a Students-T
GARCH with tail-parameter ν = 3 is capable of describ-
ing the behavior of the mean record number of the stock
data accurately. For a Gaussian GARCH(1,1), the curves
for the upper and lower mean record number were almost
identical with the results we obtained for the GRM (see
Fig. 10a). Similarly, the effect of the more heavy-tailed
GARCH(1,1) with a Students-T return distribution on
the difference between the upper and lower mean record
number was to weak too explain the observed asymmetry.
Apparently, neither the AR(1) nor the complicated
GARCH(1,1) model alone are suitable of explaining the
behavior of the mean record number of the stocks in the
S&P 500. Nevertheless, since both models seem to intro-
duce an asymmetry between the upper and lower record
numbers, we decided to compare the record statistics of
the stocks with a combined model with both an autore-
gressive and a GARCH-like component. Our maximum-
likelihood estimation suggests that both components are
actually present in the data. With Matlab we estimated
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the parameters of an autoregressive GARCH-model with
entries of the following shape:
Xi = αXi−1 + σiξi + c
with Students-T increments (with ν = 3) and a time-
dependent standard deviation of the increments given by
σ2i = α0 + α1ξ
2
i−1σ
2
i−1 + β1σ
2
i−1.
Using Matlab we found the following values for the five
free parameters: c = 0.0032, α = 0.9993, α0 = 0.000019,
α1 = 0.12, β1 = 0.85. It turns out that such a model pre-
dicts the behavior of the upper and lower mean record
number of the stock data quite accurately. In Fig. 11
(right panel), we compare numerical simulations of this
autoregressive GARCH(1,1) model with a Students-T re-
turn distribution with the record statistics of the stock
data. Since there is no manual fitting involved, we can
assume that this agreement is more meaningful than the
one obtained with manually fitting α in the case of the
AR(1) model. A possible implication is that the combi-
nation of both, the autoregressive behavior of the stocks
and the fluctuations of the standard deviation of the in-
crements due to the GARCH model with a heavy-tailed
jump distribution, lead to the observed asymmetry be-
tween the number of upper and lower records. With the
parameters estimated via maximum-likelihood methods
both effects alone are too weak, but when we combine
them, we can describe the behavior of the mean record
number of the stocks to a good accuracy.
2. Correlations between stock records
Motivated by these observations, we also considered
the correlations between the record events in the indi-
vidual stocks. In a simple symmetric random walk the
probability Pn+1|n of a record in the (n+ 1)th entry
given that the nth entry was already a record is sim-
ply Pn+1|n = Prob [ξn+1 > 0] = 1/2. This is just the
probability that the walker makes a positive jump. Ac-
cordingly, for a small c≪ σ, the probability for a second
upper record in step n+ 1 directly following a record in
step n of a biased random walk is given by
Pn+1|n := Prob [Xn+1 rec.|Xn rec.]
=
∫ c
−∞
dξ f (ξ) ≈ 1
2
+ f (0) c >
1
2
. (31)
Here, we assumed that the symmetric jump distribution
f (ξ) is sufficiently smooth around zero. We compared
this prediction with the daily stock prices in the S&P
500 and found that the probability Pn+1|n in these se-
ries is always significantly smaller than predicted by the
GRM. On average, the correlations both for upper and
lower records were around Pn+1|n ≈ 0.45. More detailed
results for this probability in time series of different in-
terval lengths N can be found in Tab. II. Apparently,
Sy. RW. N=5000 N=1000 N=250 N=100 N=25
Up. rec. 0.5 0.440 0.444 0.448 0.443 0.451
Lo. rec. 0.5 0.460 0.459 0.452 0.450 0.444
Table II: Correlations Pn+1|n between records in successive
trading days in daily stock data from the S&P 500 for different
interval length n = 5000, 1000, 250, 100, 25 compared with the
result of Pn+1|n = 1/2 for the symmetric random walk.
the conditional probabilities Pn+1|n for upper and the
lower records are much smaller than 0.5 independent of
the interval length N .
When we compare these findings with numerical simu-
lations of Pn+1|n for the AR(1) process, we find a better
agreement. When simulating a n = 5000 step symmet-
ric AR(1) process with α = 0.99 (as in Fig. 11), we find
a value of Pn+1|n ≈ 0.4583... . A small bias of the or-
der c = 0.02, which was found in the data, had only a
weak effect, smaller than 0.01, on this probability. From
this point of view, the autoregressive AR(1) process with
a manually fitted α models the record statistics of the
daily stocks more precisely, but again the actual α ob-
tained from the data is too small to describe the behavior
of Pn+1|n accurately.
Looking at the GARCH(1,1) process, we find no devi-
ations in the inter-record correlations from the GRM.
For a GARCH(1,1) with a Students-T return distri-
bution and the maximum-likelihood parameters (α0 =
0.000019, α1 = 0.12 and β1 = 0.85) we find that to a
very high accuracy Pn+1|n = 1/2. Consequently, the de-
viations in the correlations are presumably generated by
the autoregressive behavior of the stock prices and not by
the fluctuations of the standard deviation. For the com-
bined autoregressive GARCH(1,1) model we find inter-
record correlations with Pn+1|n ≈ 0.4748..., which agree
only moderately with the observed correlations. It seems
that the combined model, which gives an accurate de-
scription of the mean record number 〈Rn〉 of the stock
prices, does not fully capture the nearest-neighbor corre-
lations between individual stock records. At this point,
the reason for this discrepancy remains unclear to the
author.
3. Full distribution of the record number
To conclude our study of the record statistics of the
stock prices Sn, we also analyzed the full distribution of
the record number. Again, we tried to compare the dis-
tribution of the record number in the stocks with the pre-
dictions from the GRM. As shown in [23], for an unbiased
random walk the record number Rn has a half-Gaussian
distribution. For n→∞, we have
Prob [Rn = m] ≈ 1√
npi
exp
(
−m
2
4n
)
, (32)
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Figure 12: (Color online) (a) The rescaled upper record number of the daily stock prices Sn of the S&P 500 index. We computed
the upper record number at the end of intervals with different interval lengths of n = 50, 250, 1000, 5000 trading days. For the
intervals shorter than n = 5000 we averaged the distributions over consecutive intervals. All distributions are normalized and
rescaled with respect to the mean record number 〈R(GRM)n 〉 =
√
4n/pi of the symmetric random walk. The distribution of the
symmetric random walk as well as a numerical distribution for a biased random walk (c = 0.019) after n = 5000 time steps is
also plotted for comparison. (b) The same analysis for the lower record number of the daily stock prices.
for a positive integer m ∈ [1, n]. Therefore, the rescaled
record number Rn/〈Rn〉 is distributed according to a half
Gaussian Standard-Normal distribution. Interestingly,
the most probable record number in the unbiased case
is always Rn = 1. In [28], the asymptotic behavior of the
distribution P [Rn = m] was studied also for the biased
case. It was shown that for n→∞ the record number of
a Gaussian random walk (Le´vy index µ = 2) approaches
a Gaussian distribution. Unfortunately, the results pre-
sented in this publication do not hold in the regime of
c
√
n ≪ σ, which is most interesting for our analysis of
stock data.
To illustrate how the distribution of the record number
of the stocks in the S&P 500 evolves in time, we com-
puted this distribution for different interval length n. In
Fig. 12, we show rescaled distributions of the mean record
number divided by 〈R(GRM)n 〉 =
√
4n/pi at the end of in-
tervals with length n. As in our previous considerations,
if possible, we averaged over successive intervals.
The left panel in Fig. 12 shows distributions of upper
records of Sn. Here, for small interval length the distri-
bution of the record number Rn is still very similar to
the analytical prediction for the unbiased random walk,
but already for n = 50 the most probable record number
is not one anymore and the maximum of the distribution
is shifted. For n = 5000 the distribution resembles a full
Gaussian and appears to be symmetric around its mean
value.
The right panel in Fig. 12 shows rescaled distributions
of lower records. Here, the distribution after n = 50 trad-
ing days is again very similar to the half-Gaussian. With
increasing n the distributions get narrower and small
record numbers become more and more likely.
In Fig. 13, we compare the rescaled distribution of the
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Figure 13: (Color online) The rescaled upper and lower record
number of the daily stock prices Sn of the S&P 500 index.
Here, we computed the upper and lower record number at
the end of 20 intervals with 250 trading days length. Again,
these distributions are normalized and rescaled with respect
to the mean record number of the symmetric random walk
with 〈R(GRM)n 〉 =
√
4n/pi. The blue and red dashed lines are
results from numerical simulations of biased random walks
with a Gaussian jump distribution (σ = 1) and a drift of
c = 0.019. The drift was obtained from the S&P 500 data by
linear regression in the intervals.
upper and lower record number R250 after n = 250 trad-
ing days with numerical simulations of biased random
walks. We simulated a Gaussian GRM with a jump dis-
tribution of σ = 1 and the same linear drift of c = 0.019
as before. Both the distributions of the upper and the
lower mean record number agree relatively well with the
model prediction, but again there are some essential de-
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Figure 14: (Color online) Averaged mean first-passage times
(fpt’s) for the logarithmic stock prices in the S&P 500 in-
dex. The plot shows both the mean negative (red) and posi-
tive (blue) fpt’s of the daily stock prices for different interval
length N . Only the first-passage times smaller than the re-
spective interval length N contributed to the individual data
points. We computed the fpt’s for the undetrended (bold
lines) and the lin-log-detrended (dashed lines) stock prices.
The analytical result for the symmetric random walk is given
by the black dashed line.
viations between the model and the data. Both in the
case of the upper records and in the case of the lower
records, the number of series with a small record number
is larger than predicted and in both cases the tails of the
distributions decay faster.
E. First-passage times of the stocks
To improve our understanding of the record statis-
tics of the S&P 500 index, we also considered the mean
first-passage times (fpt’s) f± (n) of the logarithmic stock
prices. Since a process with Rn records can be seen as
a chain of Rn−1 first-passage problems (and one survival
problem), we assume that we can learn something from
considering these quantities.
Due to the finite length of the time series, it is of course
impossible to compute the full mean fpt including first-
passage events with arbitrarily large n > 5000. Because
of that, we considered the averaged fpt’s on shorter in-
tervals of several different interval lengths N . For each
entry Sn in a given time series, we computed the time
that it took until the logarithmic stock prize lnSn/S0 of
this trading day was first deceeded (negative fpt) or ex-
ceeded (positive fpt) by a succeeding logarithmic prize.
Stocks that did not cross this initial value within the
next N steps were not considered. Then we averaged
these fpt’s of over all entries and all stocks in an inter-
val, to get the positive and negative mean fpt’s for the
individual intervals. Eventually, those mean values were
averaged over all intervals. We performed this analysis
both for the undetrended logarithmic stock prices and
the lin-log-detrended stocks, as well as for numerous dif-
ferent choices for the interval length N . The results are
summarized in Fig. 14.
In this figure, we also plotted the analytical result for
the symmetric random walk with f (N) =
√
N/pi. The
results for the undetrended mean fpt’s are not surprising.
The negative mean fpt is significantly increased in good
agreement with the decreased number of lower records in
the undetrended data (see also [24]). Of course, if it takes
longer until the next negative first-passage event occurs
after a lower record, the lower record rate is smaller. Ac-
cordingly also the fact that the positive fpt is decreased
agrees well with the large number of upper records in the
undetrended S&P 500 data.
If we detrend the data, the mean fpt’s of the stocks
shift much closer to the analytical result for the symmet-
ric random walk. Nevertheless, our analysis indicates a
small asymmetry, which might be related to the slightly
decreased number of lower records in the detrended data
discussed in the previous section. While the detrended
positive fpt’s behave exactly as predicted by the random
walk model, the negative mean fpt’s are increased for
most interval lengths N > 500.
In future research it might be interesting to have a
more detailed look at the fpt’s of more sophisticated mod-
els like the AR(1) or the GARCH(1,1) with heavy-tailed
increments. Preliminary studies indicate that in these
models the mean fpt’s are increased in consistence with
their record statistics.
V. RECORD STATISTICS OF MULTIPLE
STOCKS
In a recent article of Wergen et al. [22], the record
statistics of ensembles of N independent and symmetric
random walks was studied. In that publication, it was
shown that the mean record number 〈Rn,N 〉 of the max-
imum of N ≫ 1 independent Brownian random walks
with a common jump distribution that has a finite vari-
ance (µ = 2), is given by
〈Rn,N 〉 ≈ 2
√
n lnN. (33)
The record rate Pn,N of the maximum of these N Brow-
nian walkers behaves like
Pn,N ≈
√
lnN
n
. (34)
Furthermore, one can compute the full distribution of
the record number Rn,N in this case, which approaches
a Gumbel form [28, 40]. Wergen et al. also considered
the Le´vy-regime with µ < 2, where, surprisingly, 〈Rn,N 〉
becomes completely independent of N for N ≫ 1.
In [22], the results for the Brownian case were com-
pared to stock data from the S&P 500 index. To make
this comparison, one can consider randomly chosen sub-
sets of size N of the 366 stocks and analyze the record
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Figure 15: (Color online) (a) 〈Rn,N 〉/
√
lnN of the maximum of N randomly selected detrended and normalized stocks from the
S&P 500. The 5000 trading days were subdivided in intervals of n trading days and then linearly detrended in these intervals
using the average linear trend of the index. The jump distributions were rescaled and normalized to standard deviation unity.
Then, we chose N stocks randomly out of the total number of 366 stocks and analyzed the evolution of the record number in
this set. We computed 〈Rn,N 〉/
√
lnN at the end of the intervals and averaged over k subsequent intervals with nk ≤ 5000.
We averaged over 104 randomly selected ensembles for each N . (b) The averaged record rate Pn,N after n = 100 trading days.
The analysis was performed as before. The dashed line gives our analytical prediction for N Gaussian random walks multiplied
with a manually fitted prefactor of γ = 0.51. The bold black line is the analytical prediction for N independent random walks
(see [22]).
statistics of their maximum. To make these N stocks
comparable, it is necessary to detrend and rescale the
individual time series. In [22], the logarithms lnSn/S0
of the stocks were first detrended with respect to the in-
dex mean value, before they were normalized in a way so
that the standard deviation of the jump distribution was
one. This way, one compares N detrended and rescaled
stocks with a common variance, similar to N symmetric
random walks with a Gaussian Standard Normal jump
distribution.
The left panel of Fig. 15 shows a plot of the ratio
〈Rn,N 〉/
√
lnN against the interval length n. The mean
record number 〈Rn,N 〉 of the maximum of N index-
detrended and rescaled stocks at the end of time series
with length n was computed for different values of the
ensemble size N . For each N , we averaged over many
different randomly selected subsets. For a given interval
length n, we considered 〈Rn,N 〉 on as many consecutive
intervals as we could obtain from the total number of
5000 trading days.
Apparently, the curves for all considered values of N
collapse and we find that 〈Rn,N 〉/
√
lnN is independent
of N . This confirms that the record statistics of the max-
imum of N index-detrended and normalized stocks from
the S&P 500 has the same dependence on N as the max-
imum of an ensemble of N independent random walks.
In other words, we find that, in both cases
〈Rn,N 〉 ∝
√
n lnN. (35)
In the right panel of Fig. 15, we present an analysis
of the record rate Pn,N of N randomly selected, index-
detrended and normalized stocks compared with the an-
alytical prediction from [22] (Eq. 34). The record rate
was evaluated at the end of intervals with a fixed length
of n = 100. This figure is consistent with the findings in
[22]. Both the record rates of the stocks and of the N
independent random walkers are proportional to
√
lnN
and we have
Pn,N ∝
√
lnN
n
, (36)
but the prefactors are different. In this case, for n = 100,
the record rate of the stocks is only 0.51 times the record
rate of the random walkers.
In [22], a similar prefactor was found considering the
mean record number on intervals of n = 250 trading days
length. A possible way to explain this prefactor is the
following: As it is well known, while the theory in [22]
was developed for N entirely independent random walk-
ers, the stocks in the S&P 500 are strongly correlated.
Therefore, the fact that the record number of the maxi-
mum of the stock prices has a smaller prefactor, can be
explain by assuming that only a smaller number N˜ < N
of effectively independent stocks contributes to the record
statistics.
The right panel of Fig. 15 shows that the record rate
of N randomly selected stocks is the same as the record
rate of Nγ independent random walkers (with γ ≈ 0.51).
Therefore, we can conjecture that only Nγ stocks are
independent in the context of record statistics. This hy-
pothesis is supported by the fact that the record rate of
the stocks saturates at a constant value for N > 100.
Apparently, here, the number of effectively independent
stocks saturates at an upper limit of 366γ.
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Figure 16: (Color online) Weekly distributions of record-
breaking stock prizes and daily returns. We counted the num-
ber of records on a given weekday and divided by the number
of records on Mondays to make the distributions comparable.
(a) Records of the daily stock prizes lnSn/S0 in the time se-
ries of n = 5000 trading days. (b) Records of the daily returns
lnSn/Sn−1 for the time series of n = 5000 trading days. (c)
Records of the daily stock prizes lnSn/S0 in 20 intervals of
each n = 250 trading days. (d) Records of the daily returns
lnSn/Sn−1 in 20 intervals of each n = 250 trading days. In
all considered cases the highest number of records occurs on
Mondays and Tuesdays, then the record rate decreases in the
course of the weak. This effect is far more pronounced for the
shorter time-interval.
VI. WEEKLY DISTRIBUTIONS OF RECORDS
Since not all of the findings for the record statistics of
the stock data are in perfect agreement with the predic-
tions of our simple stochastic models, we further inves-
tigated the specific patterns of record occurrence in the
stock data. One thing that we were interested in is the
weekly distribution of record-breaking events. The sim-
ple question was: Does the number of upper and lower
records in the stocks depend on the weekday?
The weekly distributions of records in stock prices and
stock returns for two different interval length are pre-
sented in Fig. 16. In the upper two figures (a,b) this
distribution was computed for records in the entire time
series of 5000 trading days. The upper left panel (a)
shows the distribution of the records of the stock prices
and the upper right the one (b) of the return records. The
number of records that was recorded on a given weekday
was divided by the number of records that was set on
Mondays to make the plots more comparable. In both
cases, records are more likely on Mondays than on Fri-
days and, with few exceptions, the record rate decreases
over the week.
The picture gets clearer if we consider the weekly dis-
tribution of record stock prizes and record returns set on
intervals with a shorter length of only 250 trading days.
This analysis can be found in the two lower panels of
Fig. 16 (c,d). Here, the occurrence of records decreases
monotonically over the week. For the return records this
effect is a lot stronger and the record rate on Mondays is
roughly twice as large as on Fridays.
These significant effects on shorter time-scales show
that the simple models introduced above are only capable
to predict certain properties of the record statistics of the
stock prices. Up to a certain degree, they can model the
averaged record rate and the mean record number of the
stocks on time-scales much longer than one week. More
complicated factors, such as the weekly fluctuations of
market activity, are not reproduced.
VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
After briefly recapitulating several important results
for the record statistics of time series of independent and
identically distributed (i.i.d) random variables (RV’s)
and symmetric discrete-time random walks in section II,
we discussed the occurrence of record-breaking events in
several stochastic processes popular in financial model-
ing. In section II we described various asymptotically
exact results for the record statistics of discrete-time ran-
dom walks with a bias. Furthermore we presented some
findings for the record rate and the mean record number
of a biased random walk in the regime of small drift c and
relatively small series length n (with c
√
n ≪ σ). Here,
the effect of the bias on the record rate is particularly
simple and linear in c.
Following this, in section III, we introduced two impor-
tant and more complicated stochastic processes. We per-
formed a detailed numerical analysis of the record rate of
the autoregressive AR(1) process. For α < 1 and n→∞
the record rate of this process converges to the i.i.d. re-
sult with pn = 1/n. For small values of n and α close to
one, the record statistics of the AR(1) process is similar
to the one of the symmetric random walk. Our numerical
simulations indicated that for very small 1− α≪ 1, the
record rate P
(α)
n decays exponentially in 1− α.
In addition to the AR(1) process, we considered the
GARCH(1,1) model with a second stochastic process
describing a time-dependent standard deviation of the
increments. Interestingly, it seems that the occur-
rence of records in symmetric and stationary Gaussian
GARCH(1,1) models is entirely identical to the occur-
rence of records in the symmetric random walk, inde-
pendent from the choice of the parameters of the model.
In contrast to the symmetric random walk however, the
record statistics of the GARCH(1,1) process depends cru-
cially on the shape and the tail-behavior of the under-
lying jump distribution. With an application on stock
data in mind, we introduced the symmetric Students-T
distribution that decays like 1/|ξ|ν for |ξ| → ∞. We
demonstrated numerically that the record rate and the
mean record number of the GARCH(1,1) decreases with
decreasing ν. For very heavy-tailed distributions the oc-
currence of records is significantly reduced in comparison
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to the symmetric random walk.
In sections IV, V and VI we presented a detailed anal-
ysis of the statistics of record-breaking events in time
series of daily stock prizes. Both the record process of
the daily returns δn and the record process of the daily
stock prizes Sn behave similar to what is predicted for the
Geometric Random Walk Model (GRM). In both cases,
the agreement gets better if the length of the considered
series length decreases. Indeed, for time series length of
n = 50 trading days or smaller, the GRM describes the
averaged record statistics of the stocks accurately.
We found that the record rate of the daily returns over
the full period of 5000 trading days fluctuates strongly
and is dominated by a few periods of very high market
activity (or crisis). Additionally, the records of the re-
turns are strongly correlated. Upper return records are
often followed by lower return records and vice versa.
For time series with an intermediate length of n = 250
trading days, the record statistics of the daily returns is
already more similar to the i.i.d. behavior, but we find
that the rate of lower records is slightly increased by a
mechanism that we can not explain. For n = 250 there
are more lower than upper return records. For shorter
time series of n = 100 trading days this effect vanishes
and the record rate of the returns becomes very similar
to the i.i.d. record rate of p
(iid)
n = 1/n.
Our analysis of the stock prizes showed that the GRM
slightly overestimates the mean record numbers 〈Rn〉 on
intervals of intermediate length with 100 < n < 1000.
We demonstrated that an autoregressive AR(1) process
with a manually fitted parameter α = 0.99 models the
behavior of the record numbers more accurately. How-
ever, the parameter of α = 0.99 is not in agreement with
the value of α = 0.9993 we obtained from the stock data
using maximum-likelihood estimation. For this observa-
tional value of α, the effect is too small to explain the
asymmetry in the mean record number.
Following this we compared the stock data to the more
sophisticated GARCH(1,1) process. Such a model with
heavy-tailed, Students-T distributed increments can also
explain a decreased mean record number 〈Rn〉 and the
observed asymmetry. Yet again, the effect is too weak
to explain the behavior of the actual stock data. In this
context we also compared the stock data to a combined
autoregressive GARCH(1,1) model with Students-T re-
turns, which can effectively model the behavior of the
mean record number of the stock data to a good accu-
racy without any manually fitted parameters. Therefore,
we assume that the interesting asymmetry in the mean
record number is generated by a combination of both
the autoregressive and the GARCH-like behavior of the
stocks.
The AR(1) process is also better in describing the
inter-record correlations of the stock prices, which are
significantly weaker than in the random walk case. We
considered the full distribution of the mean record num-
ber of the stock prices, which are, as expected, slightly
narrower than the corresponding distributions from the
GRM. These findings support the hypothesis that the
stock prizes are more accurately described by an autore-
gressive process, which is basically like a random walker
in a quadratic potential that draws the walker back to
some mean value. It would be nice to compute the record
statistics of such an AR(1) process analytically. Such a
result might eventually lead to a better understanding of
record-breaking stock prices.
As in [26], we discussed the record statistics of the
maximum of multiple stocks that were detrended and
normalized. Our analysis in section V showed that the
mean record number 〈Rn,N 〉 of the maximum of N of
these stocks has the same dependence on N as the max-
imum of N independent Gaussian random walks. Never-
theless, the mean record number of the stocks had a dif-
ferent prefactor that can be explained by introducing an
effective number Nγ of independent stocks. We assume
that only these Nγ stocks are effectively uncorrelated.
It would be interesting to see if this effective number of
stocks and the coefficient γ can also be measured by other
methods unrelated to record statistics. By now, we are
not aware of similar results for stock data, even though
such a measure of correlation between the stocks might
be useful in the estimation of possible risks for instance
for stock portfolios and index funds.
In the penultimate section VI, we also studied the
weekly distribution of the occurrence of record events
both in stock prizes and in daily returns. We showed
that record events are most likely to occur in the begin-
ning of the week. This is not surprising, since it is known
that the market activity varies over the week and usually
decreases when the weekend approaches [55, 56].
In summary, we demonstrated, where the simple Ge-
ometric Random Walk Model is useful in describing the
record statistics of stock prizes from the S&P 500 stock
market and we illustrated where it fails. With the
slightly more complicated AR(1) and the GARCH(1,1)
process we already gave ideas how to improve the model-
ing. With a combined autoregressive GARCH(1,1) model
with a heavy-tailed return distribution we were able to
reproduce the behavior of the mean record number of the
stock data to a good accuracy. However, a model that
describes the strong fluctuations of the record rate dis-
cussed in this article and effects like the distinct weekday-
dependence of the record occurrence is still missing. Such
a model would be an interesting goal for future research.
Similarly the nontrivial dependence of the ensemble mean
record number 〈Rn,N 〉 of the stocks on N certainly de-
serves a better explanation.
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